
TEKS Planning with Timetable TEKS_________ 

TEKS:  
6.10(A) model and solve one-variable, one-step equations and inequalities that represent problems, including 
geometric concepts (R) 
6.10(B) determine if the given value(s) make(s) one-variable, one-step equations or inequalities true (S) 
Vertical Standards 
7.11(A) model and solve one-variable, two-step equations and inequalities  
7.11(B) determine if the given value(s) make(s) one-variable, two-step equations and inequalities true  

Big Idea 

 Teach substitution first to develop conceptual understand before procedural 

 Write an equation/inequality from a model.  (i.e. strip diagram, algebra tiles, number line) 

 Solve one step equation and inequalities 

 Include positive fractions and decimals 

 Include integers 

 Combining like terms 

 Do not teach 2 step (focus on fraction and decimal one step equation) 
 

 
 

Sample STAAR questions: 
  
  



Day 1- Substitution 6.10b 

 TE Math p 350 Intro 

 TE M. math p352 #1 and #2 

 Concept Connection 

 4 squares 

  

Day 2- Equation (Add and Subtract)  
Video to introduce with models stop at 6:39 

 TE Math 343 (models activity) 

 Algebra Tiles (CRA) 

 

Day 3- Equation (Add and Subtract) 

  fractions and decimals 

 Combine like terms 

Note: include line =180° 

Day 4- Inequality (Add and Subtract)     

 Include number line 

Note: make connection same as equation, but 
more than one solution 

* Model same as equation but show in 
concrete other solutions that are true 

Day 5- Equation and Inequality (Add and Subtract)  

Day 6- Equation (Multiply and Divide) 

 Intro video 

 

Day 7- Equation (Multiply and Divide) 

 Fractions and decimals  

 

Day 8- Inequality (Multiply and Divide) 
TE Math p340-341 (teaches why to reverse the sign) 

 

Day 9- Equation and Inequality (Multiply and Divide)  

Day 10/11- Equation/Inequality (all operation)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-KSERw8Gc&t=3s
https://youtu.be/Ot-KSERw8Gc?t=6m40s


Focus for Activities 
1. Substitution 
2. Model (algebra tiles and strip diagram) 
3. Solving equations and inequalities (include integers and positive fraction and decimal) 

 Activity Options 

Angles Equation/Inequality (all operation Substitution Models 

Complements Me TE 
p342 #2 
TE Math p 346 #3 
Task cards 

A Maze M. Math p253 
EM p188-190 (LOOP activity) 
EM 192-194 (Solve w/number line) 
EM 170-171 
Flash cards 
Mixed operation and write the steps 
Inequalities w/flip sign 

EM p178-180 
EM p160-161 
 

EM p162-163 
EM p 164-166 
Relay models 
solving w/ models 

great intro video for solving equations 

add and subtract equation (stop at 6:34) 
add and subtract equation (stop 5:28)- Math dude 
multiply and divide equation 
multiply and divide equation-Math dude 
add and subtract inequality(stop at 2:35)-Math dude  
understanding reversing the sign with inequalities (stop at 3:34) 
 
Computer practice  

*EM=Engaging Math II   *M. Math= Motivation Math    *G- Google Drive  
*TE Math= Motivation Math Teacher Edition 
 
Other videos 
 
  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_LR-Yrygpz_-QV0uZvEACzQ63hPYO3uN
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2Zm2CdCeQUKa1BQeGF4SjhGb1k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B0EaA5jznqDbRWlXa21FNG51b1U
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mOQ53ereTvMDprl0gES9xqNK--b458NM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2Zm2CdCeQUKVmtqOXp0dW1hTEk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nLeloo0mAFfAsN71kdPWg8kqdEePN1E3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-KSERw8Gc&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ot-KSERw8Gc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moPriAif-Gs
https://youtu.be/Ot-KSERw8Gc?t=6m35s
https://youtu.be/moPriAif-Gs?t=5m29s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hhewFQ_K0w&t=264s
https://youtu.be/8hhewFQ_K0w?t=2m39s
https://www.thatquiz.org/

